A series of Learning Objectives has been developed for all visitors to the exhibition. These include specific objectives designed to link to the Leaving Cert History Syllabus:

**EXHIBITION OBJECTIVE**

- Realise that WWI involved, and had a huge impact on, millions of Irish people
- Realise that the war had a profound impact on the lives of women, in an equal variety of ways to that which it had on men
- Be challenged to think about what your response would have been to WWI
- Learn that the NLI collection contains material that can help us understand the Irish Experience in WWI

**CURRICULUM LINKS INCLUDE**

**Topic**: Social change in the 20th century (changing lifestyles in Ireland)

**Topic**: Political developments in Ireland in the late 19th century and the 20th century

The job of the historian – methods, evidence - reading original source material

**(Topic: Introduction)**

Throughout the exhibition you and your students will find sources, text, images, objects and interactive elements which have selected to help achieve the objectives.

For more information please visit:  
www.nli.ie  
www.nli.ie/WWI  
or email: learning@nli.ie